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Abstract. Deficits in visual short-term memory (VSTM) binding have been proposed as an early and specific marker for
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, no studies have explored the neural correlates of this domain in clinical categories
involving prodromal stages with different risk levels of conversion to AD. We assessed underlying electrophysiological
modulations in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), patients in the MCI stages of familial AD carrying the mutation
E280A of the presenilin-1 gene (MCI-FAD), and healthy controls. Moreover, we compared the behavioral performance and
neural correlates of both patient groups. Participants completed a change-detection VSTM task assessing recognition of
changes between shapes or shape-color bindings, presented in two consecutive arrays (i.e., study and test) while event related
potentials (ERPs) were recorded. Changes always occurred in the test array and consisted of new features replacing
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studied features (shape only) or features swapping across items (shape-color binding). Both MCI and MCI-FAD patients
performed worse than controls in the shape-color binding condition. Early electrophysiological activity (100–250 ms) was
significantly reduced in both clinical groups, particularly over fronto-central and parieto-occipital regions. However, shape-
color binding performance and their reduced neural correlates were similar between MCI and MCI-FAD. Our results support
the validity of the VSTM binding test and their neural correlates in the early detection of AD and highlight the importance of
studies comparing samples at different risk for AD conversion. The combined analysis of behavioral and ERP data gleaned
with the VSTM binding task can offer a valuable memory biomarker for AD.
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INTRODUCTION 32

The temporary and integrated retention of percep- 33

tual features relevant to an object (e.g., shapes and 34

colors) relies on short-term memory binding [1]. A 35

subdomain of this function, called visual short-term 36

memory (VSTM) binding, is impaired in patients 37

with early-onset familial [2] and late-onset sporadic 38

[3, 4] Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Moreover, these 39

deficits also emerge in asymptomatic and neuropsy- 40

chologically normal carriers of the single mutation 41

E280A in the presenilin-1 gene (E280A-PSEN1) [2], 42

which leads to familial AD in 100% of cases [5]. Such 43

difficulties are observed throughout an otherwise 44

asymptomatic period, presumably starting around 45

12 years before disease onset [2]. Crucially, VSTM 46

binding remains uncompromised throughout normal 47

aging [6–8] and in other types of non-AD dementia 48

[9]. 49

Therefore, VSTM binding deficits seem to con- 50

stitute an early and specific marker for AD [2–4], 51

appearing in familial and sporadic variants long 52

before other disturbances tapped by classical neu- 53

ropsychological tasks. In this sense, further research 54

is needed to assess whether the VSTM binding task 55

can validly and reliably detect subtle deficits in 56

patients at risk for AD, such as those with mild cog- 57

nitive impairment (MCI) [10, 11]. To date, only one 58

study has reported behavioral VSTM binding deficits 59

in this population [12], and none has explored their 60

underlying electrophysiological correlates. The latter 61

gap needs to be bridged, especially since electrophys- 62

iological methods are robust, non-invasive, low-cost 63

tools [13] to trace neurocognitive changes through- 64

out both the asymptomatic and symptomatic stages 65

of AD [14]. 66

To this end, we explored whether VSTM binding 67

impairments are associated with electrophysiological 68

changes in two clinical groups at different risk levels 69

for AD: patients who may develop late-onset sporadic 70

AD such as those with MCI (most of them amnestic 71

MCI, single or multi-domain) and patients in the pro- 72

dromal stages of familial AD carrying the mutation 73

E280A of the presenilin-1 gene (MCI-FAD). Specif- 74

ically, we compared behavioral and event-related 75

potential (ERP) measures between these samples and 76

healthy controls. Building on previous findings, we 77

hypothesized that both patient samples would show 78

behavioral and electrophysiological abnormalities in 79

the VSTM task, particularly in the memory bind- 80

ing condition. Moreover, since the risk of conversion 81

to AD is 100% for MCI-FAD and much lesser for 82

MCI, we predicted different behavioral and electro- 83

physiological profiles in each group. In particular, we 84

expected that MCI-FAD would show more restricted 85

behavioral and electrophysiological abnormalities in 86

the binding relative to shape only condition of the 87

VSTM task. More generally, this study seeks to test 88

the sensitivity of this memory biomarker as a poten- 89

tial contribution to the early identification of AD 90

pathology. 91

MATERIALS AND METHODS 92

Participants 93

Thirteen patients with MCI were recruited from the 94

Institute of Cognitive Neurology (INECO) in Buenos 95

Aires, Argentina. Diagnosis was based on criteria by 96

Pertersen [15] and Winblad et al. [16] (for further 97

details, see Supplementary Data S1). All the patients 98

underwent neurological, neuropsychiatric, and neu- 99

ropsychological evaluations. Most of the patients 100

(n = 9) were impaired in memory functions (amnestic 101

MCI single domain or amnestic MCI multi-domain) 102

while three patients were classified as non-amnestic 103

MCI multi-domain. Both amnestic MCI single and 104

multi-domain patients were included since these two 105

clinical phenotypes have been shown high risk for 106

AD conversion [17]. 107

The MCI-FAD sample comprised 10 patients 108

recruited from the Colombian province of Antioquia. 109
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All of them carried the mutation E280A of the 110

presenilin-1 gene, which leads to early-onset familial 111

AD in 100% of carriers [5]. These patients also com- 112

pleted formal neurological and neuropsychological 113

assessments. 114

Two separate groups of healthy participants were 115

formed as controls for the MCI and MCI-FAD groups. 116

These samples, which comprised 14 and 10 individu- 117

als, respectively, were matched for age and education 118

with their respective patient samples and recruited 119

from their corresponding geographical area. For fur- 120

ther details about the control groups, see Tables 1 121

and 2, as well as Supplementary Data S1. 122

Neither the patients nor the controls had a history of 123

psychiatric or neurological diseases. All participants 124

provided written informed consent in agreement with 125

the Helsinki declaration. The Ethics Committees of 126

the University of Antioquia and INECO approved this 127

study. 128

Neuropsychological assessment 129

The general cognitive status of MCI patients 130

was assessed with the Mini-Mental State Examina- 131

tion (MMSE) [18] and the Addenbrooke’s cognitive 132

examination–revised (ACE-R) [19]. Their premor- 133

bid intellectual level was examined with the word 134

accentuation test [20]. Memory was assessed with 135

the Rey auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT) [21] 136

and the recall of the complex Rey figure [21]. Atten- 137

tion and executive functions were evaluated via a 138

digit span task [22], the two parts of the trail-Making 139

test (TMT-A and TMT-B) [21], and a verbal flu- 140

ency task [21, 23]. Visuospatial and constructional 141

abilities were assessed with the copy task of the com- 142

plex Rey figure [21]. Additional data were garnered 143

through the instrumental activities of daily living 144

scale (IADL) [24] and the geriatric depression scale 145

(GDS) [25]. 146

MCI-FAD patients were evaluated with the 147

MMSE, the verbal fluency task, the TMT-A, the copy 148

and recall task of the complex Rey figure, and the 149

IADL. Demographic and neuropsychological data of 150

these patients were compared to those of the control 151

group or to the local norms [26, 27] via independent 152

sample and one sample t-tests, respectively. 153

The Visual Short-Term Memory Task 154

The VSTM task taps change-detection skills to 155

assess memory for single or combined features [4]. 156

It is sensitive to impairments of integrative memory 157

functions in both late-onset sporadic and familial AD 158

[2–4, 28]. The task consists of visual arrays of stim- 159

uli sequentially presented on a computer screen. An 160

example of a trial is shown in Fig. 1. Each trial fea- 161

tures a study array followed by a test array. In 50% 162

of the trials, the two arrays show identical items. In 163

the remaining half, two items in the test array are 164

replaced by new items. The to-be-remembered items 165

change location from study to test, rendering loca- 166

tion an uninformative feature (i.e., it cannot be used 167

as a memory cue). Participants are asked to remem- 168

ber the items shown during the study and decide 169

whether the items that follow in the test display are the 170

same or different (see more details in Supplementary 171

Data S2). 172

The stimuli consisted of either single shapes (i.e., 173

VSTM for single features) or shapes combined with 174

colors (i.e., VSTM binding). Each type of stimulus 175

was presented in a separate condition. During the 176

shape-only condition, participants viewed three black 177

shapes for study. In the test array for “different trials”, 178

two of the previously studied items were replaced 179

by new shapes. In the shape-color binding condition, 180

participants were presented with three shapes, each 181

in a different color. Detection of changes across dis- 182

plays now required remembering the combinations 183

of shape and color presented in the study array. In 184

the test display for “different trials”, the color of two 185

shapes swapped relative to the ones they had in the 186

study phase. No shape or color was repeated within a 187

given array. Previous research has shown that healthy 188

memory for binding is consistently defined by mem- 189

ory for the more challenging feature [29–31]. It is 190

therefore revealing when this relationship between 191

memory for binding and memory shapes is lost in 192

AD. However, color has not showed to constrain con- 193

sistently memory for binding as shape did it. Thus, 194

the shape-binding comparison presents a conserva- 195

tive and reliable indicator of an impairment that is 196

unrelated to task difficulty [30]. 197

Each condition consisted of a brief practice session 198

followed by 100 test trials per experimental condi- 199

tion (200 trials in total). Trials were fully randomized 200

across participants and conditions were delivered in 201

a counterbalanced order. 202

Electroencephalogram (EEG) recording 203

MCI patients and controls 204

MCI patients and their controls sat comfortably 205

at a desk with a computer, set up in an electri- 206

cally shielded, dimly lit room. As they performed 207
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Fig. 1. Examples of “different trials” in each condition of the VSTM task.

the VSTM task, EEG recordings were obtained with 208

a Biosemi 128-channel Active Two system (Amster- 209

dam, NLD). The sampling rate was set at 512 Hz, and 210

signals were bandpass filtered between 1 Hz (high 211

pass) and 100 Hz (low pass). 212

MCI-FAD patients and controls 213

MCI-FAD patients and their controls completed 214

the task in a room offering similar conditions as 215

the one described above. EEG activity was collected 216

using 64-channel SynAmps 2.5 system from Neu- 217

roscan. In order to eliminate oculomotor artifacts, the 218

EOG signal was collected with 4 electrodes (HEOR, 219

HEOL, VEOL, and VEOU). Impedances were kept 220

below 10 K�. The sampling rate was set at 500 Hz, 221

and signals were bandpass filtered between 1 Hz 222

(high pass) and 100 Hz (low pass). 223

Data analyses 224

Behavioral data 225

Comparisons of demographic and neuropsycho- 226

logical data between each patient sample and its 227

corresponding control group were performed via 228

parametric t-tests. As in previous studies [2, 12], 229

corrected recognition in the VSTM task was cal- 230

culated by subtracting the proportion of false 231

alarms from the hits. We followed the same pro- 232

cedure for each sample (MCI versus controls and 233

MCI-FAD versus controls) and condition (shape 234

only and shape-color binding)—see Supplementary 235

Data S4. These indexes were compared through 236

non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests with Bonfer- 237

roni correction. 238

Considering that MCI and MCI-FAD groups 239

were different in terms of age, for this calcula- 240

tion we used control-group-derived parameters of 241

the variables revealing significant between-group 242

differences (i.e., patients versus their respective con- 243

trols). For each MCI and MCI-FAD patient, we 244

calculated normalized z scores using parameters 245

(mean and SD) derived of the respective control 246

group. Z-scores were then compared across the two 247

groups through a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U 248

test. In addition, the effect size for all pairwise 249

comparisons was calculated following the Cohen’s 250

method. 251

ERPs 252

MCI and MCI-FAD data were analyzed offline 253

following the same procedures. Analyses were 254

performed with EEGLAB (version 13.1.1b) and 255

MATLAB (version R2012a). Data were filtered 256

between 0.5 Hz (high-pass) and 30 Hz (low-pass) and 257

were down-sampled to 256 Hz. EEG activity was re- 258

referenced to the grand average. Visual inspection 259

of the data was followed by independent compo- 260

nent analysis (ICA) to further remove oculomotor 261

artifacts. Continuous EEG data were segmented in 262

epochs of –200 to 1000 ms locked to stimulus onset. 263

Epochs containing artifacts which exceeded a thresh- 264

old of +/– 100 �V were manually removed. Separate 265

average waveforms were computed for each individ- 266

ual in each condition of the VSTM task (i.e., shape 267
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only and shape-color binding). Only correct trials 268

were considered for analysis. 269

First, to identify significant between-group dif- 270

ferences across the two conditions, we used 271

a combination of the Monte Carlo test and 272

non-parametric bootstrapping running 4,000 permu- 273

tations. The data were later analyzed by applying 274

4,000 permutation draws to generate a histogram 275

called the Monte-Carlo approximation of the per- 276

mutation distribution. To calculate the differences 277

between our data and this distribution, we used 278

the Monte-Carlo estimation of the permutation p- 279

value, which is the proportion of random partitions 280

in which the observed test statistic is larger than the 281

value drawn from the permutation distribution. If this 282

p-value is smaller than the critical alpha-level, then it 283

is concluded that the data between the two groups are 284

significantly different. This method offers a straight- 285

forward solution for multiple comparison problems 286

and does not depend on multiple comparisons correc- 287

tion or Gaussian assumptions about the probability 288

distribution of the data [32, 33]. This approach has 289

been used in recent ERPs reports of our group 290

[33–35]. Permutations were calculated following a 291

component-free approach across the entire array of 292

electrodes for every millisecond. Electrodes with sig- 293

nificant results (p < 0.01) were placed into regions of 294

interest (ROIs), and the activity within such regions 295

was averaged out. We considered six ROIs: (1) fronto- 296

central left (FC left), (2) fronto-central right (FC 297

right), (3) centro-parietal left (CP left), (4) centro- 298

parietal right (CP right), (5) parieto-occipital left (PO 299

left), and (6) parieto-occipital right (PO right). For 300

each ROI we assigned seven and fourteen electrodes 301

in the MCI and MCI-FAD samples respectively (see 302

Supplementary Figure 1). 303

Then, we compared the average activity from the 304

six ROIs using 4,000 bootstrapping permutations 305

(p < 0.05). Such contrasts were independently carried 306

out in three time-windows (early: 100–250 ms; inter- 307

mediate: 250–500 ms; late: 500–900 ms) for each 308

condition (shape only and shape-color binding), 309

memory phase (encoding and test), and group—see 310

Supplementary Data S4. This activity was also com- 311

pared across groups: (a) MCI versus controls, (b) 312

MCI-FAD versus controls, and (c) MCI versus MCI- 313

FAD. These analyses were focused on four different 314

components: N1, P2, P3, and LPP. The N1 is a 315

parieto-occipital negative component [36], peaking 316

around 170 ms post-stimulus onset, which reflects 317

early stages of visual processing and is sensitive to 318

different types of attention [37, 38]. The P2 is a 319

positive component with fronto-central distribution, 320

peaking around 150–300 ms [39]. This component 321

has been associated with attentional control pro- 322

cesses, such as stimulus evaluation [39] and feature 323

detection of task-relevant stimuli [40]. The P3 is 324

a positive centro-parietal component, which peaks 325

between 300 and 600 ms post-stimulus-onset, and 326

is considered to reflect activity in a distributed net- 327

work associated with attention and working memory 328

[41, 42], including context updating and attentional 329

resource allocation [43]. The LPP is a slow posi- 330

tive modulation with an onset around 400–1000 ms 331

after stimulus presentation. The enhancement of this 332

component has been related to memory encoding 333

and storage processes [44, 45]. Moreover, it has 334

been associated with post-retrieval stages, such as 335

decisional monitoring [46] and evaluation [47–50] 336

processes. All the functions indexed by these com- 337

ponents are called upon by the VSTM task. 338

RESULTS 339

MCI Patients versus healthy controls 340

Behavioral data 341

Neuropsychological assessment. The results of the 342

neuropsychological assessment are shown in Table 1. 343

Relative to controls, MCI patients had poorer cog- 344

nitive performance on both screening tests and on 345

the majority of standard neuropsychological mea- 346

sures (memory, language, and attention)—see details 347

in Supplementary Data S4. 348

VSTM task. There were no significant within-group 349

differences in response accuracy between task con- 350

ditions in controls (Mann-Whitney U: 66.5, Z = 1.42, 351

p = 0.16, d = 0.60) or MCI patients (Mann-Whitney 352

U: 54, Z = 1.54, p = 0.12, d = 0.64). MCI patients 353

performed significantly worse than controls in both 354

the shape-only (Mann-Whitney U: 42.5, Z = 2.33, 355

p < 0.05, d = 0.91) and the shape-color binding 356

(Mann-Whitney U: 42.0, Z = 2.35, p < 0.05, d = 0.92) 357

conditions (see Fig. 2D). 358

ERP results 359

MCI versus controls. Shape-only condition. Signifi- 360

cant differences in P2 amplitude during the encoding 361

phase emerged during the early time-window 362

(100–250 ms) over the bilateral FC region (left: 363

t = 3.16, p < 0.01, d = 1.22; right: t = 3.16–, p < 0.01, 364

d = 1.21). The same was true of the LPP amplitude 365

during the late time-window (500–900 ms) over the 366
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Table 1
Demographic and neuropsychological data of MCI patients and controls, with results from statistical comparisons

MCI (n = 13) controls (n = 14) t-test Effect size
Mean SD Mean SD t p Cohen’s d

Age 73.08 9.01 67.21 10.14 –1.58 NS –0.61
Education 14.08 4.44 16.50 1.99 1.85 NS 0.70
GDS 6.00 3.74 4.93 2.95 –0.83 NS –0.32
IADL (Fam) 6.38 1.06
WAT 41.46 8.42 45.98 4.32 1.77 NS 0.67
ACE-III 81.15 12.49 95.07 4.30 3.87 0.0007 1.47
MMSE 26.46 2.47 29.50 0.52 4.50 0.0001 1.70
RAVLT-Total Recall 28.77 9.49 43.93 9.22 4.214.13 0.0003 1.62
RAVLT-Delayed Recall 4.46 3.71 11.09 10.06 2.24 0.03 0.87
RAVLT-List Recognition (corrected) 0.67 0.15 0.95 0.32 2.88 0.008 1.12
Rey Figure - Copy 30.42 4.58 32.16 5.80 0.86 NS 0.33
Rey Figure - Recall 11.04 6.36 16.49 6.55 2.19 0.04 0.84
Rey Figure - Recognition 17.62 2.53 21.69 3.65 3.34 0.003 1.29
Digit Span 5.54 1.13 7.22 3.23 1.77 0.09 0.69
TMT-A 59.23 24.37 42.63 25.87 –1.71 NS -0.66
TMT-B 183.38 119.47 87.81 46.52 –2.78 0.01 –1.05
Verbal Fluency F 12.08 5.20 17.50 9.30 1.85 NS 0.71
Verbal Fluency A 11.54 4.41 21.74 22.41 1.61 NS 0.63
Verbal Fluency S 11.23 3.17 15.14 2.91 3.35 0.003 1.29

NS, non-significant; RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; IADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living Scale; WAT, Word Accentu-
ation Test; TMT-A, Trail-Making Test (part A); TMT-B, Trail-Making Test (part B); ACE, Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination; MMSE,
Mini-Mental State Examination; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale.

right CP region (t = 2.20, p < 0.05, d = 0.84). In the 367

test phase, we found differences in N1 amplitude 368

during the early time-window (100–250 ms) over the 369

right PO region (t = –2.40, p < 0.05, d = –0.92) (see 370

Fig. 2A-C). 371

Shape-color binding condition. There were signif- 372

icant differences in the encoding phase during the 373

early time-window (100–250 ms). These concerned 374

the P2 component over the bilateral FC region (left: 375

t = 2.37, p < 0.05, d = 0.91; right: t = 2.43, p < 0.05, 376

d = 0.93) and the N1 component over the right 377

PO region (t = –2.33, p < 0.05, d = –0.90). In the 378

test phase, significant differences in N1 amplitude 379

emerged during the early time-window (100–250 ms) 380

over the PO region bilaterally (left: t: –2.53, p < 0.01, 381

d = –0.97; right: t = –3.15, p = 0.01, d = –1.20), and in 382

the LPP during the late time-window (500–900 ms) 383

over the right FC (t = 2.57, p = 0.02, d = 1.00) and 384

the CP (t = 2.69, p = 0.01, d = 0.05) regions (see Fig. 385

2A-C). 386

MCI-FAD patients versus healthy controls 387

Behavioral data 388

Neuropsychological assessment. Demographic data 389

and general cognitive state results are shown in 390

Table 2. Statistical comparisons revealed that MCI- 391

FAD patients had poorer general cognitive abilities 392

and memory performance than healthy controls. 393

However, the IADL scale revealed that they were 394

highly functional, confirming the pre-dementia stage 395

of this sample. 396

VSTM task. Response accuracy to the two VSTM 397

task conditions was similar in both controls (Mann- 398

Whitney U: 34, Z = 1.17, p = 0.24, d = 0.64) and 399

MCI-FAD patients (Mann-Whitney U: 28, Z = 1.63, 400

p = 0.10, d = 0.77). Between-group comparisons 401

revealed higher accuracy for controls in the shape- 402

color binding condition (Mann-Whitney U: 22.5, 403

Z = –2.08, p < 0.05, d = 0.93), but no differences were 404

observed in the shape-only condition (Mann-Whitney 405

U: 25.0, Z = –1.89, p = 0.063, d = 1.02)—see Fig. 3D. 406

ERPs results 407

MCI-FAD versus controls Shape-only condition. 408

Significant differences during the encoding phase 409

were observed for the P3 component in the inter- 410

mediate time-window (250–500 ms) over the left PO 411

region (t = –2.17, p < 0.05, d = 0.75)—see Fig. 3A-C. 412

Shape-color binding condition. We found significant 413

between-group differences in the amplitude of two 414

components during the encoding phase: P2, over the 415

right FC region (t = 2.57, p < 0.05, d = 1.08); and N1, 416

over the left PO region (t = –2.91, p < 0.01, d = –1.14); 417

both patterns emerged during the early time-window 418

(100–250 ms)—see Fig. 3A-C. 419
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Fig. 2. A) ERP activity from significant ROIs comparing MCI patients and controls in the shape-only (encoding and test) and shape-color
binding (encoding and test) conditions. B) Electrodes by numbers comprising the ROIs. Red points indicate significant electrodes. C)
Scalp distribution of activity during the early (100–250 ms) and late (500–900 ms) time-windows across conditions and groups. D) Mean
performance during the VSTM task in the shape-only and shape-color binding conditions. Error bars represent standard deviations from the
mean.

MCI versus MCI-FAD 420

VSTM task 421

No significant differences emerged between 422

groups upon comparing their Z-scores (see details in 423

data analyses) from performance on the shape-color 424

binding condition of the VSTM task (Mann-Whitney 425

U: 63, Z = –0.09, p = 0.93, d = 0.02)—see Supplemen- 426

tary Fig. 4. 427

ERPs results 428

We also compared the patients’ Z-scores drawn 429

from the electrophysiological data that indicated 430

significant between-group differences over specific 431
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Table 2
Demographic and neuropsychological data of MCI-FAD patients and healthy controls, with results from statistical comparisons

MCI-FAD (n = 10) Controls (n = 10) t-test Effect size
Mean SD Mean SD t p Cohen’s d

Age 44.40 3.20 44.30 5.60 –0.05 NS –0.02
Education 7.30 4.10 11.30 13.90 0.87 NS 0.38
MMSE 25.20 4.50 29.10 1.10 2.75 0.023 0.86
IADL (Fam) 7.2 1.0
Verbal Fluency 15.3 5.0 21.4 4.8 3.66 0.006 1.02
TMT-A 87.75 38.30 73.67 26.44 1.04 NS –0.33
Rey Figure – Copy 21.89 5.03 26.38 4.99 2.68, .028 0.73
Rey Figure – Recall 7.33 4.89 14.32 5.18 4.29 .003 1.14

NS, non-significant; IADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living Scale (IADL); MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; TMT-A, Trail-
Making Test (part A).

ROIs and time-windows. Only the ERP activity 432

elicited during the shape-color binding condition met 433

these criteria (FC right, during the encoding phase, in 434

the early time-window). However, contrasts between 435

MCI and MCI-FAD including this activity revealed 436

no significant differences (see Supplementary Fig. 4). 437

Summary of findings 438

Behavioral performance on the shape-color bind- 439

ing condition was significantly worse in MCI and 440

MCI-FAD than in their respective control groups. 441

No differences between MCI and MCI-FAD were 442

observed in the shape-color binding condition. Also, 443

comparisons between each patient group and its 444

respective controls showed that performance on the 445

shape-only condition was impaired for MCI but not 446

for MCI-FAD patients. 447

ERP activity underlying VSTM performance was 448

significantly reduced in MCI and MCI-FAD patients 449

compared to their corresponding control groups 450

(Table 3). This was observed in all ROIs, with most 451

conspicuous activation decreases appearing over FC 452

and PO regions during the early time-window (N1 453

and P2). MCI patients exhibited reduced amplitude 454

across both conditions and memory phases, whereas 455

MCI-FAD patients showed reduced amplitude in both 456

conditions but only during the encoding phase. Dif- 457

ferences in behavioral performance were associated 458

to measurable differences in the underlying ERPs 459

in MCI patients. For MCI-FAD patients, differences 460

observed in the ERPs elicited during the shape-only 461

condition were not accompanied by significant differ- 462

ences in behavioral performance. However, such an 463

association was present for the shape-color binding 464

condition. Finally, analysis of electrophysiological 465

data from MCI and MCI-FAD patients showed no 466

differences in the shape-color binding condition 467

between groups, although both exhibited significant 468

deficits in this function. 469

DISCUSSION 470

To our knowledge, this is the first study compar- 471

ing the behavioral and electrophysiological correlates 472

of VSTM binding deficits in patients in the pro- 473

dromal stages (i.e., MCI) of sporadic and familial 474

AD. The two samples shared a common phenotype 475

characterized by behavioral and electrophysiological 476

deficits during the shape-color binding condition of 477

the VSTM task. These results lend further support to 478

the validity of the VSTM binding test in the early 479

detection of dementia. By comparing a sample of 480

MCI patients with 100% probability of conversion to 481

AD with a sample of MCI patients with a less certain 482

conversion probability, we have identified a VSTM 483

binding deficits as marker common to both popula- 484

tions. Below we discuss the theoretical implications 485

of our findings. 486

Behavioral performance on the VSTM task 487

MCI patients performed significantly worse than 488

healthy controls in both the shape-only and shape- 489

color binding conditions of the VSTM task. These 490

findings are consistent with those reported in a recent 491

study [12] using the same task. However, previous 492

studies in patients with early-onset familial [2] and 493

late-onset sporadic AD [3, 4] have found a selec- 494

tive deficit in the shape-color binding condition. 495

The discrepancy across these studies may be due 496

to methodological differences. Previous studies have 497

equated performance on the baseline condition (i.e., 498

shape only) across patients and controls by assess- 499

ing the former with smaller set sizes (i.e., patients 500
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Fig. 3. A) ERP activity from significant ROIs comparing MCI-FAD and controls in the shape-only (encoding) and shape-color binding
(encoding) conditions. B) Electrodes by numbers comprising the ROIs. Red points indicate significant electrodes. C) Scalp distribution of
activity during the early (100–250 ms) and intermediate (250–500 ms) time-windows across conditions and groups. D) Mean performance
during the VSTM task in the shape-only and shape-color binding conditions. Error bars represent standard deviations from the mean.

saw arrays of two items and controls saw arrays 501

of three items). In the present study, as in the one 502

conducted by [12], patients were assessed with the 503

same set size. We followed the logic of earlier stud- 504

ies involving pre-symptomatic mutation carriers [2]. 505

That is, patients who did not meet criteria for demen- 506

tia and controls were evaluated under the same testing 507

conditions (i.e., same memory load). Although this 508

approach proved valid for the preclinical stages of 509

AD, it does not seem to hold for the clinical stages 510

(i.e., MCI). Nevertheless, shape-only is just a baseline 511

condition that does not hold sensitivity and speci- 512

ficity for AD. It is the shape-color binding condition 513

of the task that has proved clinically relevant. Future 514
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Table 3
Summary of significant results (p < 0.05) drawn from the ERP analyses

Between-group contrasts (patients versus controls)

100–250 N1 MCI versus CTR TB TS EB TB
FAD versus CTR EB

P2 MCI versus CTR ES EB ES EB
FAD versus CTR EB

250–500 P3 MCI versus CTR
FAD versus CTR

500–900 LPP MCI versus CTR ES TB TB
FAD versus CTR

E, encoding; T, test; S, shape only; B, shape-color binding.

studies interested in the previously reported dissocia- 515

tion (i.e., shape-only versus shape-color binding) may 516

want consider this methodological caveat. In fact, our 517

results show that impairments in shape-color binding 518

are systematically observed across the two popula- 519

tions and were the only deficits found in those with 520

the highest risk for AD (MCI-FAD). 521

MCI-FAD patients were outperformed by controls, 522

but the difference only reached significance in the 523

shape-color binding condition. This finding aligns 524

with previous reports of VSTM binding deficits in 525

asymptomatic carriers of the mutation E280A in the 526

presenilin-1 gene [2, 3]. Although mutation carriers 527

in the present study were in more advanced stages 528

of the disease process, our results corroborate that 529

VSTM binding deficits may emerge well before the 530

onset of full-blown AD. Note that mean scores for 531

the shape-only condition also evinced a drop in MCI- 532

FAD patients. However, unlike what was observed in 533

MCI, this difference did not reach significance. This 534

discrepancy could partially reflect age differences 535

between the samples, as MCI patients were older 536

than MCI-FAD patients. Although age does not dif- 537

ferentially affect short-term memory binding abilities 538

[6, 8, 51], it has an overall impact on short-term 539

memory. This may account for the slightly greater dif- 540

ference between conditions in each group. However, 541

performance on the shape-color binding condition 542

was similar between patient groups. Accordingly, 543

VSTM binding seems to be selectively compromised 544

by AD, above and beyond the effects of age. As 545

suggested in previous research then, this memory 546

function may well constitute a sensitive marker for 547

AD [3, 4, 6, 9]. Note that although Argentinean con- 548

trols were older and had more years of education than 549

those from Colombia, the behavioral performance of 550

these samples was indistinguishable—see also Parra 551

et al. [3], who reported similar findings in samples of 552

sporadic and familiar AD. Therefore, demographic 553

variables could be ruled out as a factor behind the 554

key findings reported here and in previous studies.

Electrophysiological correlates of the VSTM task 555

Compared to controls, MCI patients exhibited 556

reduced amplitudes in all ERP components associ- 557

ated with the VSTM task. The cognitive mechanisms 558

supporting this memory function seem to be attenu- 559

ated along relevant processing stages. Specifically, 560

the amplitude of the N1 component was reduced 561

in both memory phases of the shape-color binding 562

condition, and in the test phase of the shape-only 563

condition. Notably, the scalp distribution (and sim- 564

ilar source space [36]) of the diminished N1 was 565

detected over parieto-occipital regions. Enhance- 566

ments of N1 modulations have been associated to 567

facilitatory mechanisms of spatial attention and ori- 568

entation towards task-relevant stimuli [37, 38], which 569

subserve discrimination processes [52]. Moreover, 570

N1 modulations may be sensitive to variations in 571

the visual parameters of stimulus configuration [53], 572

reflecting early information processing prior acti- 573

vation of abstract feature representations of the 574

perceived objects. Also, during the encoding phase 575

of both task conditions, P2 modulations were less 576

positive-going in MCI patients than in controls. These 577

differences were observed over bilateral fronto- 578

central regions, in line with the previously reported 579

source of this component [39]. The P2 seems to 580

index stimulus evaluation [39] and detection of fea- 581

tures in task-relevant stimuli [40]. Thus, diminished 582

amplitudes of the N1 and P2 components in MCI 583

patients may reflect abnormalities in the early visual 584

integration stages of memory binding. These find- 585

ings suggest impairments in processing of stimulus 586

features and detection of relevant features, mecha- 587

nisms related to visual and orbitofrontal association 588

cortices, respectively. 589

These findings could be interpreted at the neu- 590

ral network level. Recent findings have shown a 591

structural and functional default-model network dis- 592

ruption in AD, which is related to components 593

of the disease pathology such as amyloid and tau 594
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deposition [54]. In the earliest stages of disease, func- 595

tional disruption in default-mode network regions 596

involves affectation of medial temporal lobe struc- 597

tures that are implicated in the declarative memory 598

system. In line with this evidence, it has been pro- 599

posed that neurofibrillary tangles develop initially in 600

the anterior subhippocampal (perirhinal/entorhinal) 601

cortex before the hippocampus [55]. The anterior 602

subhippocampal area forms part of the anterior 603

mesiotemporal network which has been associated 604

with “object-based context-free memory” [55]. These 605

areas would receive perceptual and semantic [56] 606

information to perform higher-level inter-items asso- 607

ciations [57]. 608

MCI patients also exhibited reduced amplitudes 609

in the LPP component. This occurred first over 610

centro-parietal regions during the encoding phase of 611

shape-only condition, which may reflect a general 612

encoding deficit. Consistent with this interpretation, 613

it has been suggested that LPP enhancement reflects 614

additional involvement of memory encoding and stor- 615

age processes [44, 45]. A more elaborate encoding is 616

associated with larger LPP amplitude over parietal 617

scalp sites [58, 59]. Thus, relative to MCI patients, 618

control subjects may have deployed more successful 619

encoding strategies during perceptual input. 620

Furthermore, reduced LPP amplitude was also 621

observed in MCI patients during the test phase of 622

shape-color binding over centro-parietal and fronto- 623

central electrodes. This abnormal pattern may be 624

related to better control mechanisms during retrieval 625

and post-retrieval processes, reflecting differences 626

in monitoring and evaluation processes required to 627

decide whether a change across study and test arrays. 628

In line with this view, the LPP has been implicated in 629

post-retrieval processes, such as decisional monitor- 630

ing [46] and evaluation [47–50]. For instance, Eimer 631

and Mazza [48] showed reduced LPP amplitudes 632

when participants were uncertain about the pres- 633

ence of a change between stimulus displays. Thus, 634

convergent evidence suggests that in MCI patients, 635

impaired evaluation and monitoring processes dur- 636

ing the comparison of the two memory arrays may 637

increase uncertainty about feature changes, partic- 638

ularly in the shape-color binding condition. From 639

a behavioral perspective, this is consistent with the 640

view that higher similarity between study- and test- 641

item configurations induces greater error rates during 642

the comparison stages of a change-detection task 643

[60]. Comparison processes between arrays con- 644

taining multi-feature objects seem to demand more 645

cognitive resources than those required to compare 646

single-feature objects. Such resources would avoid 647

misattribution of features across objects, thus con- 648

tributing to solve the binding problem. Our results 649

indicate that a fronto-parietal network may subserve 650

these binding operations, and that failures of such 651

a network are crucially related to memory binding 652

impairments in patients at risk for AD. 653

It is worth mentioning that despite the vast existing 654

literature regarding the deficit in associative memory 655

resulting from damage to the hippocampus which 656

has proved a significant predictor of likelihood of 657

conversion from MCI to AD, the evidence regarding 658

the VSTM task has consistently shown that memory 659

binding functions assessed by this change detection 660

paradigm does not involve the hippocampus [61–63]. 661

Indeed, the change detection task reported here has 662

proved to be performed accurately after hippocam- 663

pal pathology [62]. Moreover, a recent fMRI study 664

in healthy individuals [5] has been shown that bind- 665

ing function does not involve the hippocampus but 666

it relies on a network that involves the activity of 667

parietal and occipito-temporal areas. 668

Otherwise, LPP retrieval-related activity has been 669

associated with processes of familiarity and rec- 670

ollection (dual process model of recognition) [64] 671

both of which contribute to performance on change 672

detection tasks. Consistent with our results, a recent 673

ERP study [65] showed that amnestic MCI patients 674

present an attenuation of LPP waveforms during the 675

performance of a recognition memory task when 676

they retrieved memories based on recollection and 677

familiarity processes. Thus, this evidence suggests 678

that in MCI patients, reduced amplitude of LPP 679

in the shape-color binding condition may involve 680

retrieval affectation of recollection and familiarity- 681

based memories, either because fewer items are 682

retrieved, and/or fewer entire item-configurations 683

have been successful retrieved. 684

In addition to visual electrophysiological markers 685

found in our study, the P50 auditory component has 686

been recently proposed as a candidate ERP biomarker 687

of prodromal AD [66]. MCI patients with amyloid 688

and p-Tau positive showed larger P50 amplitudes 689

relative to the amyloid-negative patients during the 690

performance of an oddball task, which reflects poorer 691

inhibitory control to sensory information. However, 692

despite the amplitude of P50 is larger in MCI rela- 693

tive to older normal controls, it increases with normal 694

aging [67, 68]. Crucially, VSTM binding has been 695

shown to be more specific since it remains uncom- 696

promised throughout normal aging [6–8]. Therefore, 697

combining with ERP, the VSTM task may offer a 698
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unique opportunity to detect early neurocognitive 699

abnormalities associated with risk for AD. 700

MCI-FAD patients exhibited attenuated electro- 701

physiological responses only in the encoding phase 702

of the VSTM task. Specifically, they showed reduced 703

amplitudes of N1 and P2 components associated to 704

shape-color binding processing over parieto-occipital 705

and fronto-central regions, respectively. As we dis- 706

cussed above, reduced N1 amplitude may reflect 707

difficulties to direct attention to task-relevant stimuli 708

[37, 38] and process attributes of visual configu- 709

rations [53], all linked to early visual processing. 710

Reduced amplitude of the P2 component seems 711

related to deficits in stimulus evaluation [39] and 712

features detection processes [40]. Limitations to 713

encode feature bindings in MCI may thus originate 714

quite early in the visual processing stream. MCI- 715

FAD patients also showed reduced amplitude of the 716

P3 component over parieto-occipital regions in the 717

shape-only condition. This component is considered 718

to reflect activity in a distributed network subserving 719

attention and working memory [41, 42], includ- 720

ing context updating and resource allocation [43]. 721

Specifically, P3 increases when stimulus encoding 722

promotes successful memory storage and facili- 723

tates retrieval during recognition tasks [69]. Thus, 724

while behaviorally unimpaired, MCI-FAD patients 725

did show electrophysiological evidence of subthresh- 726

old anomalies during the shape-only condition of 727

the VSTM task. These subthreshold impairments 728

support the proposal that the mechanisms responsi- 729

ble for holding combinations of shape and color in 730

VSTM are affected by AD to a far greater extent 731

than those responsible for holding single features, 732

such as shapes. Previous ERP studies assessing mem- 733

ory impairments in E280A-PSEN1 presymptomatic 734

mutation carriers have reported functional disruption 735

of brain regions similar to those reported in our study 736

[70, 71]. Taken together, all these findings highlight 737

the importance of ERP analysis to unveil key neural 738

correlates of cognitive impairments throughout the 739

continuum of AD. 740

Finally, we compared electrophysiological data 741

from MCI and MCI-FAD considering variables 742

which indicated departure from normality. Specif- 743

ically, we focused on P2 modulations during the 744

encoding phase of the shape-color binding condi- 745

tion over the right fronto-central ROI. Crucially, 746

no between-group differences were observed. This 747

suggests that both prodromal stages of AD (i.e., 748

sporadic-MCI and familiar-MCI) share a com- 749

mon behavioral and electrophysiological phenotype 750

associated to VSTM binding. Such ERP abnormali- 751

ties seem to reflect impairments during early sensory 752

processing, which are probably associated with stim- 753

ulus evaluation [39] and feature detection [40]. When 754

we compared patients to their respective controls, 755

both clinical samples showed decreased N1 activ- 756

ity over parieto-occipital regions, suggesting similar 757

deficits in feature discrimination processes [52]. As 758

recently shown in fMRI studies [29, 72–74], these 759

regions seem to support spatial attentional mech- 760

anisms necessary to integrate features in VSTM. 761

Therefore, the reduced amplitudes observed in MCI 762

and MCI-FAD during the encoding of shape-color 763

bindings over fronto-central and parieto-occipital 764

regions could be associated to specific impairments in 765

attentional mechanisms supporting feature conflation 766

in VSTM. We argue that these indexes of activation 767

could to reflect reduced attentional control efficiency 768

in frontoparietal attention circuit required for encod- 769

ing/consolidation binding in VSTM. In sum, the 770

abnormalities observed during the encoding stages 771

in both patient samples could account for behavioral 772

feature-binding impairments in the VSTM task. 773

Providing that age is not an influential factor, 774

contrasting performance of MCI patients whose phe- 775

notype unequivocally suggests the presence of AD 776

(younger MCI-FAD patients) with those with a 777

less certain phenotype (older MCI patients), enables 778

assessment of whether such VSTM binding deficit are 779

a phenotypic feature of prodromal AD regardless of 780

its clinical variant. In line with previous studies sug- 781

gesting that is the case for patients with the full-blown 782

disease [2], our results revealed that this also char- 783

acterizes stages of AD prior to diagnosis. Although 784

these results are appealing, they also pose some chal- 785

lenges as contrary to our MCI-FAD cases, we do not 786

predict that 100% of our MCI cases will progress to 787

AD. Future studies involving larger samples of MCI 788

patients should investigate the specific phenotype of 789

those patients who drive such a group effect reported 790

here. 791

Neurocognitive processes can be studied appropri- 792

ately with high-temporal resolution techniques such 793

as EEG. These methods are suited to capture prop- 794

erties of transient cognitive events [75] that may 795

be undetected via high-spatial resolution techniques, 796

such as fMRI. In the context of the VSTM bind- 797

ing task, previous fMRI studies [74] did not identify 798

task-related activation over frontal regions. In the 799

present study, within-group analyses showed signif- 800

icant enhanced fronto-central activity during the test 801

phase of the shape-color binding condition. However, 802
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we did corroborate the involvement of posterior (viz., 803

parietal) regions in feature binding. Therefore, our 804

results suggest that combining the VSTM task with 805

ERP analysis may offer a unique opportunity to detect 806

early neurocognitive alterations in individuals at risk 807

for AD. Such electrophysiological findings under- 808

score the potential of the VSTM task as a biomarker 809

for AD. 810

Implications and further assessments 811

Electrophysiological markers could be considered 812

in daily clinical practice to favor the early detec- 813

tion of AD. Such inexpensive, non-invasive measures 814

are robust, fast to compute, and applicable for large- 815

scale screening. This novel approach can overcome 816

several limitations of available biomarkers for AD 817

[14, 54]. As ERPs have high temporal resolu- 818

tion, they can detect subtle information-processing 819

abnormalities, even in the absence of signifi- 820

cant behavioral manifestations. Such methodological 821

attributes have important clinical implications in the 822

context of VSTM research. We have replicated behav- 823

ioral VSTM binding impairments in AD samples 824

[2, 9, 12], further demonstrating their presence in 825

presymptomatic stages of AD (see also [1]). VSTM 826

binding deficits thus seem to constitute a phenotypic 827

feature of AD, detectable throughout the continuum 828

of the disease. The task used in this study could 829

represent a valuable tool to identify candidates for 830

prevention trials. Previous ERPs studies [76–78] have 831

proposed statistical methods for single-case analyses 832

that can be implemented by future research assessing 833

patients in prodromal stages of AD. Moreover, indi- 834

vidual ERPs measures may be useful in follow-up 835

clinical assessment of individuals at risk of develop- 836

ing AD or patients with diagnosis of MCI or AD. 837

Longitudinal ERPs measures may provide further 838

insights on the AD nature and may be potentially use- 839

ful in predicting the disease progression based on the 840

combination of behavioral and electrophysiological 841

measures. Moreover, although computerized assess- 842

ments of cognitive functions in the early detection of 843

AD are not commonly used, their validity and relia- 844

bility as testing tools for the clinical practice is being 845

recognized [79]. Computerized testing tools have a 846

number of complementary advantages. They allow 847

more standardized, precise and objective measures 848

of subject performance, and features such as ran- 849

domization allow throw out practice effects. Finally, 850

computerized assessment can be self-administered 851

and may provide faster results. 852

We acknowledge some limitations in the present 853

work. First, the two patient samples are not compa- 854

rable in terms of their demographic characteristics, 855

and they were recruited from different countries. 856

To control for these factors we standardized VSTM 857

scores and demonstrated that, despite such differ- 858

ences, both samples shared a common phenotype 859

both behaviorally and electrophysiologically. Finally, 860

other important limitation is that our MCI group 861

included different clinical phenotypes. However, our 862

sample is similar to that reported in the only study that 863

had assessed different clinical phenotypes of MCI 864

with the VSTM task, in which most of patients were 865

impaired in memory [12]. Future research may to 866

study how sensitive VSTM binding is to cognitive 867

and neuropathological changes considering larger 868

MCI cohort with different characteristics of clinical 869

phenotypes. 870

CONCLUSION 871

The prodromal stages of AD are characterized by 872

VSTM binding deficits cutting across sporadic and 873

familial variants of the disease. Such deficits are 874

accompanied by detectable and measurable electro- 875

physiological abnormalities, which are also shared 876

by MCI patients. The incorporation of ERP analyses 877

can boost the sensitivity of the VSTM task to antici- 878

pate probable AD, both physiologically (by unveiling 879

relevant biological mechanisms) and clinically (by 880

detecting impaired individuals earlier). All in all, we 881

advocate the combined analysis of behavioral and 882

ERP data gleaned with the VSTM binding task can 883

offer a valuable tool for assessing memory impair- 884

ments in individuals at risk for AD. 885
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